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Abstract- Video streaming over wireless networks is convincing for some, applications, extending from 

home diversion to reconnaissance to search-and-rescue operations. Fascinating specialized difficulties 

emerge when the capricious idea of the wireless radio channel meets the prerequisites of high data rate 

and low inertness for video transport. Multimedia transmission over wireless networks has developed as 

of late, so there is more consideration from research network. Giving an excellent multimedia 

transmission over wireless is trying as it encompasses with exacting planning imperative and high 

bandwidth demand. The Wireless correspondence is related with difficulties like restricted bandwidth, 

impedance and portability which make it progressively troublesome and testing. This paper studies the 

different kinds of video streaming calculations and their variety procedure of video streaming. 
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1. Introduction 

Video streaming over wireless networks is convincing for some applications, and an expanding 

number of frameworks are being conveyed. Video streaming of news and amusement clasps to cell 

phones is presently broadly accessible. For observation applications, cameras can be adaptably and 

efficiently introduced, if a wireless network gives availability. While video streaming requires a steady 

progression of data and conveyance of packets by a deadline, wireless radio networks experience issues to 

give such an administration dependably. The issue is trying because of dispute from other network nodes, 

just as discontinuous obstruction from outer radio sources, for example, microwaves or cordless 

telephones. For portable nodes, multi-path fading and shadowing may further build the inconstancy in 

connection limits and transmission mistake rate. For such frameworks to convey the best start to finish 

execution, video coding, dependable vehicle and wireless resource allocation must be considered 

mutually, along these lines moving from the traditional layered framework engineering to a cross-layer 

structure.  
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Figure 1: Workflow of Video Streaming 

As the wireless connection quality changes, video transmission rate should be adapted in like 

manner. In estimations of packet transmission delays at the MAC layer are utilized to choose the ideal bit 

rate for video, thusly upheld by a transcoder. The advantage of cross-layer signaling has additionally been 

demonstrated where adaptive rate control at the MAC layer is connected related to adaptive rate control 

during live video encoding. Video rate adaptation can likewise been accomplished by exchanging 

between multiple bit streams encoded at various rates [3, 4], or truncating the bit stream from a scalable 

encoded portrayal. Packets can likewise be dropped insightfully, in view of their relative significance and 

desperation, using the rate-distortion optimized framework presented. 

2. Literature Survey 

[1] Patrick Sondi, Dhavy Gantsou (2014) Proposed to Improving Real-Time Video Streaming 

Delivery over Dense Multi-Hop Wireless Ad Hoc Networks. Proposed a strategy which comprises in 

delaying periodically the transmissions at the source, in this way allowing the forwarding hubs to 

retransmit to destination. Proposed a strategy that comprises in presenting periodic delays at the 

wellspring of a video stream so as to allow the relaying hubs access the medium and retransmit their 

supported packets. The blocked ad hoc networks, a coordination of the hubs in their retransmissions can 

improve performance, and besides a least-cost way to achieve this booking in a completely appropriated 

way with no additional traffic. It allows improving the conveyance of video traffic at least 25% for both 

2-hop and 3-hop communications. Such arrangement could be integrated in video applications or early in 

the video encoders so as to improve their performance. A strategy that comprises in infusing periodically, 

at the source and the relaying hubs, few delays between the progressive transmissions of the packets that 

structure the video streaming stream so as to lessen the impact of the impedance caused by the stream 

individually course. [2] Jiyan Wu, Chau Yuen, Bo Cheng Yuan Yang, Ming Wang, and Junliang 
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Chen (2016) Proposed the Bandwidth-Efficient Multipath Access Transport Protocol for Quality-

Guaranteed Real-Time Video Over Heterogeneous Wireless Networks. A mathematical framework to 

formulate the delay-constrained distortion minimization issue for simultaneous video transmission over 

multiple wireless access networks. Second, to build up a joint Raptor coding and data conveyance 

framework to achieve target video quality with least bandwidth utilization. The proposed BEMA can 

successfully mitigate packet reordering and path asymmetries to improve organize utilization. An 

analytical framework to display the multipath video transport with quality, necessity and delay constraint 

over heterogeneous wireless networks. Propose a multipath transport protocol dubbed BEMA that 

adequately integrate A Raptor coding plan with dynamic code rate and image size adaption to give 

differentiated frame assurance under delay constraint. A path quality based data appropriation mechanism 

to adjust video traffic load and limit total distortion over multiple communication paths. [3] Salah M. 

Saleh Al-Majeed, Martin Fleury (2014) Proposed Dual Handover vs QoS for Real Time Broadband 

Video Streaming Over WiMAX Networks. A video streaming transport scheme that is increasingly 

capable of abusing the normal decreased latencies of real time video streaming substance circulation 

networks. Broadband Video Streaming (BVS) with adaptive packet retransmission guarantees better 

video quality during a (HHO) than both raw UDP transport and traditional blockage controlled streaming, 

making it attractive to versatile broadband video streaming administrations. Adaptive broadband video 

streaming, by saving anchor frames during handover, enhances traditional clog control, which appears to 

be ill-suited to realistic scenarios when handovers take place. Proposed a lightweight transport technique 

to limit the impact of clog control delays. In fact, the strategy is by all accounts adequate within the sight 

of system blockage affecting the path from the video server to the cell phone. TFRC, which requires an 

acknowledgment after each packet transmission can be increasingly affected by clog in the feedback path 

than the BVS-A scheme which just utilizes acknowledgments after the primary packet misfortune. TFRC 

is also affected by its inability to recognize those packet losses because of clog (on the streaming path) 

and those because of packet drops on the wireless channel. It was also discovered that when vertical 

handover takes place results are delicate to the speed of movement of the client. [4] Hana baccouch, 

paul-louis ageneau, nicolas tizon, and nadia boukhatem (2017) Proposed a Network Coding Schemes 

For Multi-Layer Video Streaming On Multi-Hop Wireless Networks. A simulation of network coding 

schemes for multi-layer video streaming on multi-hop wireless networks. Two network coding schemes 

for multi-layer video streaming on multi-hop wireless networks. Right off the bat, to concentrate on 

packet misfortunately, due to the lossy environment. To evaluate generation based scheme with static and 

adaptive redundancy for two video test arrangements. The outcomes demonstrate that adaptive 

redundancy decreases the packet misfortune rate compared to the static ones for high lossy links. It 

guarantees nearly the same packet misfortune rate and PSNR as a static scheme with an important 

redundancy, while presenting less overhead. Secondly, to evaluate an extension of the EW concept with a 
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hop-by-hop coding, to feature the impact of layer discrimination for multi-layer video streaming. The EW 

scheme offers unequal protection of packets, since the packet misfortune rate of base layer packets is less 

important than the enhancement layer packets. The packet misfortune rate for the two layers decreased 

compared to generation based schemes. Henceforth, PSNR value is increased, which improves 

consequently the end client quality. Network coding can help in improving the performance of scalable 

video streaming over wireless networks. [5] Tiia Ojanpera and Heli Kokkoniemi-Tarkkanen (2016) 

Proposed Wireless Bandwidth Management for Multiple Video Clients through Network-assisted DASH. 

Proposes enhancements to the video bit rate adaptation solution of adaptive HTTP streaming by 

characterizing two network-assisted adaptation approaches based on an intellectual network management 

architecture. Proposed, based on the subjective network management architecture. Two network-assisted 

adaptation approaches for adaptive HTTP video streaming are proposed, utilizing a disseminated control 

approach. In the two cases, the video streaming customer (for example DASH customer) gets assistance 

from the wireless network for its adaptation decision-making. The extended information over wireless 

link conditions can help stabilizing the bandwidth usage and lessening overshoots under congestion for 

multiple customers. Besides, presenting network-side control over video customers' adaptation decision-

making gives the network operator or specialist co-op more tools for managing the share of the network 

assets utilized for video streaming. It also allows organizing video clients among themselves according to 

their subscription classes (for example 'gold', 'silver', 'bronze'), which may depend on how much a client 

pays for the administration, for instance. Such capabilities cannot be upheld by standard DASH or a 

standalone customer side approach. The proposed solution is evaluated in a testbed environment, 

presented. one approach for actualizing such capabilities in the context of adaptive video streaming over 

HTTP so as to improve its performance in multiclient scenarios. The proposed architecture was utilized as 

a basis for planning two network-assisted video bit rate adaptation approaches that bring benefits over 

current customer side solutions as well as network QoS advances. [6] Dilip Bethanabhotla, Giuseppe 

Caire, Michael J. Neely (2015) Proposed an Adaptive Video Streaming for Wireless Networks With 

Multiple Users and Helpers. Propose a viable and decentralized (albeit heuristic) scheme to adaptively 

calculate the pre-buffering and re-buffering time at each client. centers around the plan of a booking 

strategy for VoD streaming in a wireless network formed by many clients and partners, conveyed over a 

localized geographic area and sharing the same channel bandwidth. The wireless portion of the network, 

assuming that the video records are already present at the assistant hubs. The proposed strategy achieves 

NUM optimality on a per sample path basis and, thanks to the adaptive dimensioning of the clients' pre-

buffering time, the framework operates in the system of small cushion under run rate, the subsequent 

framework performance is near-optimal in the accompanying sense: for any limited penalty weight 

assigned to the cradle under run occasions, the framework network utility is only a small perturbation 

away from the optimal NUM value obtained by the DPP arrangement. [7] Michael Stein, Roland Kluge, 
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Dario Mirizzi, Stefan Wilk, Andy Schurr, Max Muhlh auser (2016) Proposed the Transitions on 

Multiple Layers for Scalable, Energy-Efficient and Robust Wireless Video Streaming. To investigate a 

particular sort of adaptations, the alleged transitions, which switch between various network mechanisms 

during the runtime of an application. Performing transitions among maxpower and sparse underlay 

topologies in conjunction with transitions on the video streaming overlay improves vitality proficiency, 

scalability, and robustness of the application. Initially, somewhere in the range of few battery-fueled 

video streaming gadgets get a live stream based on a customer/server conveyance scheme. Topology 

control is enabled so as to address the vitality productivity of the network. After some time, additional 

gadgets join the wireless network so as to stream the video. As soon as the server gets overloaded, to 

switch to the self-adaptive P2P streaming overlay Transit on basis of the simulation and prototyping 

platform to have the option to reliably circulate the stream to all participants. A few gadgets, in particular 

the ones located near the server, have been carrying an increased load up until this point and are along 

these lines prone to come up short on vitality earlier than different gadgets. As the underlay topology is 

sparse because of the execution of topology control, alternative courses are absent for the minute when 

such hubs become unable to forward the video stream. [8] S. Al-Majeed, M. Fleury (2014) Proposed the 

Wireless Handover with Application to Quadcopter Video Streaming over an IP Network. A scheme for 

hard handover recovery, during video streaming to a remote monitoring station. The specific Negative 

Acknowledgment (NACK) scheme trades a diminished yet acceptable video quality during handover for 

improved end-to-end latencies compared to unselective NACKs. proposes a Hard-Handover (HHO) 

scheme with specific Negative Acknowledgments (NACKs) to recover lost video during the handover 

procedure, as this is preferable to WiMAX video transport straightforwardly through UDP transport with 

no inherent response to packet misfortune, or through an industry standard congestion controller, TCP-

Friendly Rate Control (TFRC), or without a doubt with un-particular NACKs (which respond to the loss 

of all video packets). In the specific variety examined, only intra-coded I-frame packets when lost are 

retransmitted, which has the impact of accelerating video stream recovery after a HHO. I-frames, only 

utilizing spatial coding, act as anchor frames, allowing a compacted video frame grouping to be reset, 

whereas other standard frame types, P-and B-, reference different frames so as to be decoded. a remote 

monitoring station (RM) for the Quadcopter, RM, gets a video stream over an IP network.  

3. Challenges in Video Streaming 

 The three principal issues in video streaming are quickly featured and are analyzed inside and out 

in the accompanying three segments. 
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Video Delivery via File Download  

Presumably the clearest approach for video delivery of the Internet is by something like a file 

download, however we allude to it as video download to remember that it is a video and not a 

nonexclusive file. In particular, video download is like a file download, yet it is a LARGE file. This 

methodology permits the utilization of set up delivery instruments, for instance TCP as the vehicle layer 

or FTP or HTTP at the higher layers. Be that as it may, it has various disadvantages. 

4. Video Delivery via Streaming  

Video delivery by video streaming endeavors to defeat the issues related with file download, and 

likewise gives a lot of additional capacities. The fundamental thought of video streaming is to part the 

video into parts, transmit these parts in progression, and empower the recipient to disentangle and 

playback the video as these parts are gotten, without trusting that the whole video will be conveyed. 

Video streaming can theoretically be thought to comprise of the pursue steps:  

1) Partition the compacted video into packets  

2) Start delivery of these packets  

3) Begin translating and playback at the beneficiary while the video is as yet being conveyed. 

Expressing Video Streaming as a Sequence of Constraints  

A lot of understanding can be gotten by communicating the issue of video streaming as a sequence 

of constraints. Consider the time interim between showed frames to be meant by ∆, for example ∆ is 33 

ms for 30 frames/s video and 100 ms for 10 frames/s video. Each frame must be conveyed and decoded 

by its playback time; accordingly the sequence of frames has a related sequence of convey/decipher/show 

deadlines:  

Frame N must be conveyed and decoded by time TN  

Frame N+1 must be conveyed and decoded by time TN + ∆  

Frame N+2 must be conveyed and decoded by time TN + 2∆.  

4.1 Video Streaming Algorithms 

Rivest Shamir Adelman (RSA) Algorithm 

RSA algorithmic program used for audio coding is totally different from the technique used 

for the video where as keeping the algorithmic program quick enough for real time 

compatibility. Each audio and video codings two levels of process to confirm most safety. 
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Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) Algorithm 

A video streaming system ought to adapt to those dynamic conditions and tailor the 

standard of the transmitted bit stream to obtainable information 

measure. Ancient congestion turning away schemes like TCP's additive-increase/multiplicative 

decrease (AIMD) cause giant oscillations in transmission rates that degrade the activity quality of 

the video stream. 

Real Time Best Action Search (RTBAS) Algorithm  

To adapt the bit rate supported the band breadth condition of network for top quality with 

less buffering video streaming delivery. A time period algorithmic best-action search algorithmic 

program, is use to get a sub-optimal resolution for the longer-term steps thought to avoid long 

computation time. to satisfy the necessity of the time period search, a crucial issue is to cut 

back the search length for every state to a suitable price. Thus, for this we tend to used little search 

depth D to invoke the search algorithmic program. 

4. Experimental Results 

Accuracy 

RSA Algorithm AIMD Algorithm Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm  

33 55 39 

39 58.6 45 

42 62.3 49 

48.6 68.9 55 

50.76 72 58 

Table 1: Comparison table of Accuracy Ratio 

Comparison table of accuracy ratio explains the different values of RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm 

and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm. While comparing these algorithms, real time best action 

search algorithm is better than the other. RSA Algorithm values starts from 33 to 50.76, AIMD Algorithm 

values starts from 55 to 72 and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm values starts from 39 to 58. 
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Figure 2: Comparison chart of Accuracy Ratio 

Transmission 

RSA Algorithm AIMD Algorithm Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm  

39 66 26.77 

45 72 31.98 

49 76.5 34.56 

55 79.8 38.92 

58 85 44.56 

Table 2: Comparison table of Transmission Ratio 

Comparison table of transmission ratio explains the different values of RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm 

and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm. While comparing these algorithms real time best action 

search algorithm is better than the other. RSA Algorithm values starts from 39 to 58, AIMD Algorithm 

values starts from 66 to 85 and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm values starts from 26.77 to 

44.56. 
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Figure 3: Comparison chart of Transmission Ratio 

Comparison table of transmission ratio explains the different values of RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm 

and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm. Datasets in X axis and transmission ratio in Y axis. RSA 

Algorithm values starts from 39 to 58, AIMD Algorithm values starts from 66 to 85 and Real Time Best 

Action Search Algorithm values starts from 26.77 to 44.56. 

 

Redundancy 

RSA Algorithm AIMD Algorithm Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm  

0.09 0.04 0.13 

0.14 0.08 0.2 

0.19 0.13 0.28 

0.25 0.19 0.39 

0.3 0.22 0.45 

Table 3: Comparison table of Redundancy 

Comparison table of redundancy explains the different values of RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm and 

Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm. While comparing these algorithms real time best action search 

algorithm is better than the other. RSA Algorithm values starts from 0.09 to 0.3, AIMD Algorithm values 

starts from 0.04 to 0.22 and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm values starts from 0.13 to 0.45. 
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Figure 4: Comparison chart of Redundancy 

Comparison table of redundancy explains the different values of RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm and 

Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm. Datasets in X axis and redundancy ratio in Y axis. RSA 

Algorithm values starts from 0.09 to 0.3, AIMD Algorithm values starts from 0.04 to 0.22 and Real Time 

Best Action Search Algorithm values starts from 0.13 to 0.45. 

Conclusion 

 Video Streaming communication over packet networks has seen much advancement in the 

previous couple of years, from download-and-play to different adaptive techniques, and from direct 

utilization of networking framework to the structure and utilization of overlay architectures. 

Improvements in calculations and in process, correspondence and network foundation advancements have 

kept on changing the landscape of streaming media, each time rearranging a portion of the present 

difficulties and bringing forth new applications and difficulties. This research article compares few QOE 

metrics with three observed algorithms during literature survey. The RSA Algorithm, AIMD Algorithm 

and Real Time Best Action Search Algorithm are compared with the metrics and a simple analysis is 

made on the algorithms.  
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